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I.

Introduction

I would like to thank Chairman Robert Casey and the members of the Joint Economic
Committee for holding this hearing on the loss of refining capacity in the Northeast and
its potential impact on the prices of refined petroleum products (RPPs). I appreciate the
opportunity to appear here today.1 The American Antitrust Institute is a non-profit
education, research, and advocacy organization. Our mission is to increase the role of
competition in the economy, assure that competition works in the interests of consumers,
and sustain the vitality of the antitrust laws. The AAI has long been involved in analyzing
the competitive implications of issues in the energy industries, including electricity,
natural gas, petroleum, and renewables.
Much of the analysis available to date on refinery closures in the Northeastern U.S.
focuses on the relatively straightforward economics of their potential impact on RPP
prices such as gasoline, heating oil, and ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD). Perhaps the most
pressing question for policymakers is whether the current downturn in the refining sector
in the Northeast is part of a cyclical trend – and will rebound at some point in the future –
or if it represents a structural shift that could reflect a permanent change in refining
fundamentals. The answer is that it is too soon to tell. Nevertheless, the industry may be
at a critical juncture where policy responses are particularly important.
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My testimony today acknowledges the importance of underlying economics as integral to
the larger picture surrounding refinery closures. However, I will focus primarily on
perhaps a less obvious aspect of the problem, namely the importance of the competitive
landscape in downstream petroleum markets in analyzing the implications of refinery
closures and crafting appropriate policy responses. This is not to say that there is a
competitive problem, only that refinery closures fundamentally alter the structure of
markets in ways that potentially change competitive incentives facing suppliers.
II.

Background

Refined petroleum product price dynamics in the U.S. and the Northeast, in particular,
are affected by a complicated and changing landscape. This backdrop is influenced, as
always, by the world crude oil market, changes in petroleum resource exploitation in the
U.S. and Canada, and shifts in how the U.S. utilizes its complex networks of downstream
assets, including refineries, product pipelines, and terminaling and storage facilities. Price
dynamics are also affected by changes in domestic consumption driven by economic
recession beginning in 2008, the effects of which are still lingering but may reverse in
time. A host of other factors, however, may signal a more permanent downturn in oil
consumption, including: increases in fuel economy standards, the ethanol content of
fuels, and the use of pure bio-fuels. Finally, fundamental changes in the U.S. refining
industry, particularly in the Northeast, are an integral part of the picture.
The pattern of crude oil consumption has changed in ways that are important for an
analysis of refining in the Northeast. For example, between 2004 and 2010, oil
consumption in the U.S. and Europe fell by almost six percent. Consumption in China,
the Middle East, Latin America, and other Asian countries, however, increased by about
eight percent.2 In the early 2000s, Saudi Arabia was the largest exporter of crude oil to
the U.S. Between 2004 and 2010, however, those export levels fell by 27 percent.
Exports to the U.S. from Venezuela and Mexico also fell off and Canada, which is now
the leading exporter to the U.S., increased exports by 18 percent.3
In approaching the problem of refinery closures in the Northeast U.S. it is, as a
preliminary matter, important to point out that U.S. gasoline prices are heavily influenced
by the dynamics of cartelized world crude oil markets. The U.S. has little control over
OPEC. Currently, crude prices make up about 72 percent of retail gasoline prices in the
U.S.4 While membership in OPEC has changed somewhat, and there is some ongoing
debate as to how effective the cartel is in setting and maintaining crude prices, it is
widely held that higher prices contribute in substantial part to higher prices of gasoline
than what would emerge without the cartel.
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When the spotlight falls on actual or projected increases in RPP prices in the U.S., there
is sometimes a tendency to overplay the role of OPEC in price determination. To be sure,
crude oil prices factor significantly into downstream prices. However, domestic
downstream activities – including refining, distribution of refined products to storage
terminals, and wholesale and retail marketing – also play an important role. These
activities make up a not insignificant 17 percent of the final retail price of gasoline.5
The impact of downstream activities on RPP prices is amplified by what we see
happening in the Northeastern U.S. refining markets. Relative to other PADDs, PADD 1
has special features are that are potentially relevant to competition. For example, PADD
1 has the: (1) fewest number of refineries; (2) largest number of refinery idlings and
closures; (3) highest levels of market concentration and increases in concentration over
time; (4) highest levels of wholesale market concentration; (5) lowest refining capacity
utilization rates; and (6) greatest dependency on imports of petroleum products from
other PADDs and abroad. My testimony touches on each of these factors, which
collectively draw attention to the competitive landscape.
III.

Refinery Closures in PADD 1
A.

Market Concentration

Refining market developments in PADD 1 stand in stark contrast to those in other
PADDs, where concentration has remained relatively stable over the last several years.
Refinery idlings and closures in PADD 1 are attributed to poor economics such as low
refining margins. Many refiners are devoting resources to more profitable upstream
activities such as exploration and production. Sunoco has publically stated that it is
leaving the refining business and has (or plans to) idled or closed three refineries in the
last three years totaling 658,000 barrels per day of crude distillation capacity.6
The number of refineries in the U.S. continues to decline. Between 1985 and 2011, there
was a 31 percent decrease in the number of refineries in the U.S. and a 52 percent
decrease in PADD 1.7 While there are fewer refineries in the U.S., their average capacity
has increased over time, due to the development of higher capacity, technologically
advanced facilities, and the networking of refineries. These fewer, larger refineries
account in large part for the fact that of 45 total refiners, the top 10 account for 75 percent
of total U.S. refining capacity.8 In PADD 1, there were 14 operating refineries in 2004.
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By the beginning of 2011, that number had fallen to 10.9 By mid-2012, after the closure
of Sunoco’s Marcus Hook and Philadelphia refineries and ConocoPhillips’ Trainer
refinery, and assuming no idled facilities come back on line, there will be 7 operating
refineries. These closures represent a 43 percent loss in capacity from 2011 through
2012.10
The PADD system, developed during World War II to allocate fuels from petroleum
products, does not accurately capture the concept of a market, either from an economic or
antitrust perspective. PADD boundaries are encompass far broader areas than what
consumers would consider in searching out lower-priced supplies, or suppliers that could
undercut prices increases elsewhere in the market. Such markets – determined by
transportation constraints and production cost differentials – are likely to be much smaller
and more concentrated than PADD-based markets.11 Nonetheless, PADD-based statistics
do give us some sense of changes in market structure that are relevant to today’s inquiry
into refinery closures.
Refinery idlings and closures are reflected directly in changes in market concentration in
PADD 1. In 2004, for example, concentration in PADD 1 was about 2,700. But by the
end of 2010, concentration reached 3,300 HHI.12 The Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
notes that these changes are due largely to the Valero-Premcor merger. However,
increases in concentration also reflect changes in the distribution of ownership associated
with refinery closures. For example, the year-end 2010 statistics reflect the idling of
Chevron’s Perth Amboy refinery, PBF’s Delaware City refinery, Nustar’s Savannah
refinery, and Western’s Yorktown refinery. These closures drove up the market shares of
Sunoco and ConocoPhillips significantly, increasing market concentration.
Closure of ConocoPhillips’ Trainer refinery and Sunoco’s Marcus Hook refinery in late
2011, coupled with the restart of PBF Energy’s Delaware City refinery slightly lowered
market concentration. However, three major players (ConocoPhillips, Sunoco, and PBF
Energy) continued to account for about 93 percent of refinery capacity. With the planned
closure of Sunoco’s Philadelphia refinery in mid-2012 (if a buyer cannot be found),
market concentration will increase to almost 4,000 HHI. This will leave only two firms
(PBF Energy and ConocoPhillips) that account for 86 percent of refinery capacity.13 This
will cause a significant change in the structure of the PADD 1 market.
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B.

Competitive Issues

The refining industry is a “bottleneck,” or a segment through which all inputs must pass
to ultimately reach the consumer. Bottlenecks are a common feature of most networked
industries and often involve highly concentrated markets and high sunk and
environmental compliance costs that discourage new entry. Control of bottleneck
facilities potentially raises concerns over the exercise of market power. For example, in
the majority of merger enforcement actions involving downstream petroleum markets,
the FTC’s concern centered on the increased likelihood that the merged firm could
unilaterally – or in coordination with other rivals – withhold capacity to drive up price.
Much like in electricity markets where firms are differentiated by capacity, as opposed to
by product, strategic withholding of refining capacity could result in anticompetitive
increases in RPP prices. It is therefore important to consider scenarios involving refiners
that control large shares of capacity, marginal capacity that sets the market price, or
facilities located strategically near transportation and terminal networks. In highly
concentrated markets that are less conducive to competitive outcomes, such as PADD 1,
the possibility of refiners coordinating short-term outages and longer-term idlings or
closures are also greater.
It is clear from the analysis above that market shares and concentration are directly
affected by refinery idlings and closings. However, PADD 1 is currently in the grip of
two potentially opposing forces -- high concentration and low capacity utilization rates.
The likelihood of price increases is generally higher when capacity is tight relative to
demand, as opposed to at low utilization rates. In other words, incentives to exercise
market power by withholding output can be defeated by the presence of excess capacity
in the market, as currently exists in PADD 1. Capacity utilization rates in other PADDs
are currently above 90 percent, whereas in PADD 1, they are at about 68 percent, down
from 93 percent in 2005.14
However, one effect of refinery closures in PADD 1 might be to increase utilization rates.
Indeed, between December 2011 and January 2012, capacity utilization in PADD 1
jumped from 56 to 72 percent – about a 30 percent increase.15 It is too early to determine
whether the uptick signals a longer-term trend. However, it is possible that with the
closures of Sunoco’s Marcus Hook and Conoco-Phillips Trainer refineries in late 2011,
other refineries have taken up the slack. Regardless of the cause, if utilization continues
to increase, it will be important for policymakers to monitor for price spikes and their
potential causes, including strategic competitive behavior.
While the foregoing competitive concerns focus largely on short-run output restrictions, it
is also possible that long-term, high levels of market concentration increase the risk that
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suppliers can coordinate on capacity investment decisions.16 Slower investment keeps
capacity tight and increases the probability that anticompetitive withholding will produce
significant and sustained price increases. Indeed, capital expenditures in refining capacity
declined, on average, by 3 percent annually over the period 2005 to 2010. While this is
likely to reflect a reticence by U.S. refiners to expand their presence in markets with
unfavorable economics, ongoing decreases in investment, particularly in concentrated
markets, should be monitored.17
IV.

Wholesale Markets and Gasoline Prices in PADD 1

National gasoline prices have continued their steady march upward since the mid-2000s,
marked by periodic exogenous shocks. The hurricanes in 2005 caused spikes associated
with temporary refinery disruptions, as did the phase out of MTBE in the summers of
2006 and 2007. Likewise, the impact of the global recession beginning in 2008 caused
gasoline prices to plunge as demand fell off. But since the beginning of 2009, prices have
resumed their upward trend.
A number of factors can influence gasoline price behavior. For example, if upstream
(e.g., wholesale RPP) prices continue to increase, accompanying downstream (e.g., retail
RPP) price increases can be reinforced by what economists term “asymmetry” or the
“rockets and feathers” effect. This is the tendency for downstream petroleum prices to
increase faster than upstream prices when upstream prices are on the rise, but to fall more
slowly when upstream prices are on the decline.18 There are various theories that could
explain asymmetry, including oligopolistic coordination, consumer search costs, and
inventory adjustment costs.19
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Gasoline prices are also potentially influenced by the effects of increased market
concentration resulting from the last wave of mergers in the late 1990s and early 2000s.
When upstream and downstream markets are concentrated in vertically integrated
industries, competitive concerns can arise. For example, vertical integrated firms may
possess the ability and incentive to foreclose rivals from the market by limiting their
access to customers or inputs, or raising rivals’ costs by forcing them to operate at
inefficient scale.20 Successful foreclosure of rival gasoline retailers by vertically
integrated refiner-marketers could increase prices in retail markets.
Refining concentration in PADD 1 is already high and, as noted, might be driven higher
by additional refinery closures. But it is also clear that between 2004 and 2010, wholesale
concentration increased by between about 300 and 700 HHI points in some PADD 1
states – particularly Pennsylvania where there is a geographic concentration of refining
capacity – but also Maine and Rhode Island.21 Similar to refining markets, however,
state-level measures of wholesale concentration are likely understate market
concentration since terminal networks are typically defined around smaller, metropolitan
areas.22
Higher levels of refining and wholesale market concentration should be considered in
light of the mitigating fact that refiner integration into gasoline marketing has declined
since the early 2000s. For example, rack sales of gasoline in PADD 1 increased from 68
percent to 75 percent in 2010, while sales to co-ops and dealer-tank-wagon declined from
17 percent to 14 percent.23 Indeed, there is evidence that integrated petroleum companies
and refiners are spinning off downstream assets to concentrate on more profitable
upstream activities. Moreover, large independent gasoline retailers can play a role in
disciplining retail gasoline prices.
At first blush, these observations might support the notion that integrated refiners
potentially have less ability to affect gasoline prices through vertical foreclosure than in
the past. However, this must be viewed against the looming prospect of two firms in
PADD 1 accounting for almost 90 percent of refinery capacity. Under those
circumstances, jobbers and other distributors that purchase at the rack and independent
gasoline retailers potentially face the prospect of dealing with fewer firms, one of which
(ConocoPhillips) is vertically integrated into wholesale and retail marketing. Much like
concentration in refining markets, this situation should be carefully monitored.
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V.

Changing Use of the Transportation Network

Changes in the pattern of imports into PADD 1 and network usage also have competitive
implications. Pipeline networks in the U.S. were largely designed and constructed to
accommodate long-established trading patterns between supply and demand centers,
within the U.S. and abroad. When those patterns change – as they are in light of the
Northeast refinery closures – new constraints can emerge. For example, increased
product flows and capacity constraints, reversals of product flows, shifting shares of
pipeline versus ocean-borne (i.e., tanker and barge) transportation, and new pipeline
transportation all affect usage of downstream networks, with associated effects on costs,
prices, and disposition of supplies. A good analogy is the changed use of the U.S. high
voltage transmission grid following regulatory reforms in the mid-1990s. Expansion of
wholesale power markets, accompanied by higher volume, longer distance transfers of
electricity and new trading patterns exposed limitations on the grid. Today, the industry
faces similar issues, as renewables such as wind generators are located on remote parts of
the grid.
PADD 1 is unusual in that it is a net importer of petroleum products. In 2010, 72 percent
of total product supply in PADD 1 was met by “imports.” Just over one half of supply
came from other PADDs (primarily PADD 3) and 20 percent from foreign imports.
PADD 1 therefore supplied only about 21 percent of its own needs in 2011.24 The
economics of this situation are straightforward. Additional supplies must be procured
from non-PADD 1 sources to make up for refining capacity shortfalls, particularly for
ULSD and gasoline. Those supplies can come from a variety of sources – PADD 3,
PADD 2, Canada, and foreign sources.25
Regardless of how shortfalls resulting from refinery closures are met, RPP prices in
PADD 1 will likely increase relative to other PADDs, for a number reasons. First, scarce
supplies must be bid away from other, more lucrative markets, potentially raising
prices.26 Second, capacity constraints on the Colonial pipeline that moves product from
the Gulf Coast and up the eastern seaboard will potentially drive up transportation costs
and therefore prices. Constraints on existing terminal and storage capacity and
configurations might likewise adversely affect prices. Third, the costs of altering or
building new infrastructure to accommodate the PADD 1 refining situation (should it
become permanent) are potentially high and could increase prices.
Finally, if products are imported to PADD 1 from atypical or more remote sources,
supply chains will probably become longer and more complex, potentially driving up
24
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costs and prices.27 Under these circumstances, supply chains become more “fragile” and
prone to disruption from events such as input market shocks, weather, or political events.
This fragility could be exacerbated by the presence of concentrated markets at critical,
constrained junctures in the supply chain. Such circumstances can create incentives for
firms to exercise market power through unilateral or coordinated conduct, and are
therefore important to monitor.
VI.

Conclusion

It is as yet unclear how refinery closures in the Northeast will affect RPP prices,
particularly gasoline. Should prices rise, proposals for addressing them will highlight the
tension between competition policy and broader-based public policy. Competition policy
views domestic petroleum refining and marketing much like any other commodity
market, using methodologies and economic tools to evaluate whether mergers or strategic
firm conduct are likely to harm competition and/or consumers. Public policy, on the other
hand, is apt to treat high gasoline prices as a societal problem. In addition to traditional
consumer welfare and economic efficiency concerns, public policy would potentially
consider equity, economic growth, and national security as key factors in crafting
approaches.
Given these concerns, public policy could view petroleum markets as candidates for
special rules or treatment that would not be considered in the realm of competition
policy. It is thus important that approaches separate the underlying market dynamics
(e.g., scarcity) associated with refinery closures in the Northeast from outcomes that are
related to strategic competitive behavior. If the latter appears to be a factor in the
evolving Northeast refinery situation, then it would be prudent for policymakers,
including antitrust enforcers, to consider several important questions.
One question is whether past mergers have had an effect in creating the market structures
and incentives that facilitate anticompetitive outcomes. In making budgetary decisions,
Congress might also consider that the FTC will need resources to monitor for and
investigate potential competitive concerns. Finally, antitrust may not be able to address
some competitive issues. Much like the California electricity crisis of the early 2000s
when generators engaged in unilateral withholding strategies to drive up wholesale
electricity prices, withholding of refinery output or restraining growth in capacity
likewise does not constitute a violation of U.S. antitrust laws.28 In such circumstances,
public policy would play a larger role in ensure that competition and consumers are not
harmed.
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